Perspective-taking abilities in the balance between autism tendencies and psychosis proneness
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Difficulties with the ability to appreciate the perspective of others (mentalizing) is central to both autism and schizophrenia spectrum disorders. While the disorders are diagnostically independent, they can co-occur in the same individual. The effect of such co-morbidity is hypothesized to worsen mentalizing abilities. The recent influential ‘diametric brain theory’, however, suggests that the disorders are etiologically and phenotypically diametrical, predicting opposing effects on one’s mentalizing abilities. To test these contrasting hypotheses, we evaluated the effect of psychosis and autism tendencies on the perspective-taking (PT) abilities of 201 neurotypical adults, on the assumption that autism tendencies and psychosis proneness are heritable dimensions of normal variation. We show that while both autism tendencies and psychosis proneness induce PT errors, their interaction reduced these errors. Our study is, to our knowledge, the first to observe that co-occurring autistic and psychotic traits can exert opposing influences on performance, producing a normalizing effect possibly by way of their diametrical effects on socio-cognitive abilities. This advances the notion that some individuals may, to some extent, be buffered against developing either illness or present fewer symptoms owing to a balanced expression of autistic and psychosis liability.

1. Introduction

The relationship between schizophrenia and autism has been a contentious issue since autism was first distinguished from schizophrenia [1]. While currently conceptualized as separate disorders, several recent lines of evidence suggest that the disorders co-morbidly occur at a higher than expected rate [2–4], and can themselves be mutual risk factors [5–7]. Both disorders are also thought to exist on extended phenotypic continua [5,8–10], with overlapping diagnostic (such as deficits in social interaction and communication) and non-diagnostic traits (such as impaired attention and mentalizing). Despite evidence for such overlaps, no studies to date have examined the impact that either diagnostic or trait-level co-occurrence could have on cognition and behaviour.

Socio-cognitive difficulties, particularly understanding and using the mental perspectives of others, are a core feature of both disorders and are variably affected by the degree of their severity [11,12]. These abilities are essential for social and linguistic functioning in that they allow us to understand and predict the behaviour of others in terms of the state of their knowledge, intentions, beliefs and desires. Thus, social cognition is one central domain where the relationship between the two disorders can be evaluated [13].

On the assumption that both autistic tendencies and psychotic proneness exist on a continuum, ranging from typicality to disorder, one approach to evaluating the impact of co-occurring traits on social cognition is by examining the association of autistic tendencies and psychosis proneness among non-clinical populations. This approach allows us to study both schizophrenia- and autism-like socio-cognitive characteristics without the confounding effects of medication or active symptomatology. To this end, the socio-cognitive abilities of 201 healthy
adults were examined using Apperly et al.'s [14] variant of the Keysar et al. [15] referential communication task in which participants are required to follow the instructions of ‘director’ characters. Critical trials required the participant to follow requests/instructions from a director who did not know about all of the possible objects in a grid, and participants had to take this into account when interpreting the director’s instructions. Relational trials involved three critical objects varying in size or shape (e.g. three sizes of block). In these trials, only two of these three objects were visible to the director, and participants had to take this into account when following his instruction (e.g. to ‘Move the large block...’). Ambiguous trials involved two critical objects described with homophones (e.g. a computer mouse and a rodent mouse) of which only one is visible to the director. In both cases, correct responses required participants to ignore a potential referent that was not visible from the director’s view, and select a valid referent that was visible to the director (see Material and methods and figure 1). Thus, successful compliance with the director’s instructions requires an understanding that the director has a different state of knowledge, and use of that information to constrain linguistic reference. As such, this task captures a critical social component of interpersonal communication that relies on efficient use of perspective-taking (PT) abilities. Psychosis proneness was assessed using the positive scale of the Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPEp) questionnaire [16], and autism tendencies were assessed using the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ) questionnaire [8].

A natural prediction from the standard clinical conception of autism and schizophrenia as independent disorders [1] is that related characteristics in the typical population make independent negative contributions to PT performance. It follows that co-occurring high levels of these traits should be associated with worse PT than high levels of either set of traits alone. A recent influential theory, however, hypothesizes that both autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and schizophrenia spectrum disorders (SSD) are etiologically and thus largely phenotypically diametrical [17]. Central to this model is that ASD and SSD represent opposite extremes of a social cognition continuum [17,18], wherein ASD is associated with under-active mechanistic social cognition and SSD with hyper-active mentalistic social cognition, deviating in opposite directions from typical performance. Such conceptualization would predict that the relative dominance of traits for either condition would predispose individuals to increased socio-cognitive difficulties. In the event that there is a balance between the two, this model predicts that these socio-cognitive difficulties would be diametrically modulated towards typical performance by co-occurring phenotypic traits that are disorder-specific.

2. Material and methods

(a) Participants
The socio-cognitive abilities of 201 healthy adults (43 males, 158 females; mean age (s.d.) = 21.37 ± 4.32) were examined in this study. Participants were excluded from the study if they had a history of psychiatric illness, epilepsy, neurological disorders, suffered brain injury or may have current alcohol or substance abuse problems.

(b) Procedures
In a quiet room, participants first completed Apperly et al.'s [14] variant of the Keysar et al. [15] referential communication task, followed by completing the CAPEp questionnaire [16], and autism tendencies were assessed using the AQ [8].

Figure 1. (a,b) Instruction grids to participants. (c) Experimental relational trial. (d) Control condition of the experimental relational trial. (Online version in colour.)
The task was based on Apperly et al. [14], Experiment 1. In this task, participants are presented with a $4 \times 4$ grid that contained eight cartoon images (figure 1). On the opposite side of the grid stands a male director, and on the front side a female director who shares the same view as the participant. Five slots of each grid are occluded from the view of the male director, thus creating a different perspective than that of the participant (figure 1a,b). The male director is ignorant of the content that these slots may contain. Audio instructions are played to the participant in a male voice (representing the male director) or a female voice (representing the female director). Instructions pertained to moving objects within the grid ‘up’ or ‘down’, ‘left’ or ‘right’. Participants were explicitly told to take the perspective of the male director when fulfilling his instructions.

The task consisted of 32 grids (three to five instructions per trials each) for a total of 128 trials. Of the 128 trials, 96 trials were fillers and thus are not part of the analyses. The remaining critical trials consisted of 16 experimental and 16 control trials. All the critical trials are spoken by the male director. Instructions given immediately before the critical instructions were equally often from the male and the female directors. The critical (experimental and control) trials were equally divided into ambiguous and relational trials. The eight experimental relational trials pertained to objects that are relative to each other either in size or location. Figure 1c,d presents an actual example of an experimental relational trial with the matching control. In this trial, the participant is instructed to ‘move the bottom block one slot left’. For a correct compliance with the instruction, the participant needs to ignore the distracting block (marked ‘X’ in figure 1c and which is not available from the view of the director) and move the block marked ‘Y’. The control trial contains the same information as the experimental trial except the block in the bottom row is replaced with a different object (a lipstick) (figure 1d). In the eight experimental ambiguous trials (not shown in the figure), the noun denoting the object to be moved has two potential referents. For example, ‘glasses’ in ‘move the glasses one slot to the left’ could be referring to either a pair of reading glasses or a pair of drinking glasses. Only one of these items is available from the view of the male director, as the other ‘competing’ item is in an occluded slot. In the matching control for this condition, the competing object in the occluded slot is swapped with a different object (e.g. a toy car).

Seated approximately 60 cm from a 17” monitor, the session started with two practice grids with non-experimental instructions. The 32 grids of the main experiment were presented in two fixed pseudo-random orders between-participant. The participant always moved the objects from their own perspective with the computer mouse. This was achieved by first clicking on the object and then dragging it with the cursor to the appropriate location. Participants were told that doing this would not actually move the object, but should act as if it did. Each grid appeared for 5 s of study time before the instruction was given. The instructions were given at 5 s intervals. Correct responses were recorded if the participant clicked on the object that fit the instruction and could be seen from both the director’s and the participant’s perspective. Incorrect responses were recorded if the participant selected the distracter object (i.e. block marked X in figure 1c) or clicked on some other cell. Timeouts were also recorded, but these were not included in the error count. Response times (RTs) were measured from the onset of the noun phrase. Following earlier work, we did not expect RTs to reveal condition differences, but they do give the opportunity to examine any trade-offs between speed and accuracy. This also allows us to examine differences between the corresponding control and experimental conditions. The experiment was run in a single block using E-Prime v. 2.1.

(ii) The community assessment of psychiatric experiences questionnaire

This self-report questionnaire is based on the Peters et al. Delusions Inventory-21 [19] and consists of 42 items measuring the presence of positive psychotic experiences (20 items), negative psychotic experiences (14 items) and depressive experiences (eight items) that an individual may have experienced over the last 12 months ([16]; http://www.cape42.homestead.com/). The occurrence of these symptoms is reported on a Likert frequency scale from 1 (never) to 4 (nearly always), and the associated distress on a scale ranging from 1 (not distressed) to 4 (very distressed). Cronbach’s α for this scale in this study is 0.92, which indicates high internal consistency. For current purposes, the 20 item community assessment of psychotic experiences positive scale is used as a measure of psychosis proneness. The internal consistency of this scale in this study is very good (Cronbach’s α = 0.84) and falls within the range of values reported in other studies within the general population [20].

The instructed trials were fillers and thus are not part of the analyses. The remaining critical trials consisted of 16 experimental and 16 control trials. All the critical trials are spoken by the male director. Instructions given immediately before the critical instructions were equally often from the male and the female directors. The critical (experimental and control) trials were equally divided into ambiguous and relational trials. The eight experimental relational trials pertained to objects that are relative to each other either in size or location. Figure 1c,d presents an actual example of an experimental relational trial with the matching control. In this trial, the participant is instructed to ‘move the bottom block one slot left’. For a correct compliance with the instruction, the participant needs to ignore the distracting block (marked ‘X’ in figure 1c and which is not available from the view of the director) and move the block marked ‘Y’. The control trial contains the same information as the experimental trial except the block in the bottom row is replaced with a different object (a lipstick) (figure 1d). In the eight experimental ambiguous trials (not shown in the figure), the noun denoting the object to be moved has two potential referents. For example, ‘glasses’ in ‘move the glasses one slot to the left’ could be referring to either a pair of reading glasses or a pair of drinking glasses. Only one of these items is available from the view of the male director, as the other ‘competing’ item is in an occluded slot. In the matching control for this condition, the competing object in the occluded slot is swapped with a different object (e.g. a toy car).

Seated approximately 60 cm from a 17” monitor, the session started with two practice grids with non-experimental instructions. The 32 grids of the main experiment were presented in two fixed pseudo-random orders between-participant. The participant always moved the objects from their own perspective with the computer mouse. This was achieved by first clicking on the object and then dragging it with the cursor to the appropriate location. Participants were told that doing this would not actually move the object, but should act as if it did. Each grid appeared for 5 s of study time before the instruction was given. The instructions were given at 5 s intervals. Correct responses were recorded if the participant clicked on the object that fit the instruction and could be seen from both the director’s and the participant’s perspective. Incorrect responses were recorded if the participant selected the distracter object (i.e. block marked X in figure 1c) or clicked on some other cell. Timeouts were also recorded, but these were not included in the error count. Response times (RTs) were measured from the onset of the noun phrase. Following earlier work, we did not expect RTs to reveal condition differences, but they do give the opportunity to examine any trade-offs between speed and accuracy. This also allows us to examine differences between the corresponding control and experimental conditions. The experiment was run in a single block using E-Prime v. 2.1.

3. Results

Before the main analysis, we examined the rate of errors made in the ambiguous and relational trials. On average, participants erred (i.e. failed to appreciate the perspective of the director) on 20.6% of the ambiguous trials and 41.5% on the relational trials. These rates are similar to previous reports using this task [14,22]. An examination of the RTs showed no evidence of speed-accuracy trade-offs (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). Finally, an examination of the association between the CAPEp and AQ scores showed a modest but significant association ($r = 0.31, p < 0.001$), which is consistent with the observed phenotypic overlaps between the autism and psychosis spectra (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

To examine the effect of autism tendencies and psychosis proneness, the participants’ PT error counts on the ambiguous and relational trials were analysed using Poisson regression models with negative binomial distribution. Using generalized linear models, we first investigated the association of the participant’s PT errors on the relational trials with the AQ scores, the CAPEp scores and their interaction. The omnibus test shows that the overall model is significant ($\chi^2 = 13.38, p = 0.004$). The model’s parameter estimates (i.e. the main effects and the interaction term) are also significant (table 1). When entering gender into the model, which is regarded as a relative risk factor for autism and psychosis, the results remained unchanged (electronic supplementary material, table S2). Although ambiguous trials showed a far lower error rate, they yielded data with the same qualitative pattern we observed for the relational condition (electronic supplementary material, table S3). However, the overall model was not significant when these data were subject to the same analysis as the relational trials ($\chi^2 = 2.91, p = 0.406$).
Conversely, when the CAPEp scores are average or high, the AQ scores are high (AQ > mean, 1 s.d. above the mean and 1 s.d. below the mean and 1 s.d. above the mean of the other predictor. Figure 2a visualizes the interaction between psychosis and PT errors by plots of simple regression lines for the participants with low AQ (AQ = 10.04), average AQ (AQ = 16.33) and high AQ (AQ = 22.63), and figure 1b visualizes the interaction between autism tendencies and PT errors for the participants with low CAPEp (CAPEp = 22.53), average CAPEp (CAPEp = 27.37) and high CAPEp (CAPEp = 32.21). The analysis presented in figure 2a suggests that the relationship between psychosis proneness and the increased probability of committing PT errors is significant when the AQ scores were low (−1 s.d.) (β = 0.023, p = 0.003) as well as when the AQ scores were at the mean (β = 0.013, p = 0.004). Conversely, when the AQ scores are high (+1 s.d.), the relationship between psychosis proneness and PT errors is non-significant (β = 0.003, p = 0.538). This suggests that individuals with higher psychosis proneness commit PT errors mainly when they have low or average levels of AQ scores. Conversely, high AQ scores seem to have an attenuating effect on the PT errors associated with an increase in psychosis proneness.

By contrast, the analysis presented in figure 2b suggests that the relationship between the AQ scores and the increased probability of committing PT errors is significant only when the CAPEp scores were low (−1 s.d.) (β = 0.011, p = 0.047). Conversely, when the CAPEp scores are average or high, the relationships between AQ and PT errors are non-significant (β = 0.003, p = 0.407; β = −0.005, p = 0.394, respectively). This suggests that AQ is predictive of PT errors only in participants with low CAPEp scores and that average and high CAPEp scores seem to have an attenuating effect on the PT errors caused by an increase in the AQ scores.

To estimate if the relative dominance of autism tendencies or psychosis proneness was associated with the occurrence of errors in these trials, the AQ and CAPEp scores were converted into Z-scores. A bias score for each participant was then derived by subtracting the CAPEp Z-values from the AQ Z-values. An inspection of the data suggested a curvilinear relationship between the bias score and the errors in the relational and ambiguous conditions. To investigate this possibility, we entered into the regression model the bias score (AQz + CAPEpz), the sum of the Z-scores of both scales (AQz + CAPEpz), the interaction term of the bias score with the sum of Z-scores and the quadratic terms of the bias score and the sum of scores. The overall model was significant (χ² = 14.48, p = 0.013), with only the quadratic term of the bias being significant (β = 0.021(0.001), Wald χ² = 4.83, p = 0.028). Here too, gender had no effect on the model (electronic supplementary material, table S4). As can be seen from figure 3, the probability of committing PT errors is associated with the relative dominance of autism tendencies or psychosis proneness, following a U-shape pattern. That is, individuals with elevated tendencies to either autism or psychosis were equally likely to commit PT errors. Interestingly, however, individuals with either high or low tendencies to both autism and psychosis, performed at similar levels. A similar, though non-significant, pattern was also observed for errors in the ambiguous condition (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

4. Discussion

Our study reveals a dose-dependent relationship between autism tendencies and psychosis proneness and mentalizing difficulties. This finding confirms earlier reports showing that both autistic tendencies [8,24] and psychosis proneness [25–27] impact PT and socio-cognitive abilities in healthy adults. Our findings thus provide further support to the continuity/dimensional models of ASD and SSD. They suggest that subclinical manifestations of core features of both disorders are detectable in a healthy population and that such sub-threshold levels can influence socio-cognitive abilities.

Surprisingly, co-occurring autism tendencies and psychosis proneness have a moderating effect on the mentalizing difficulties engendered by either disorders alone (figure 2a,b), such that the moderating effects are greatest when both tendencies are high rather when both are low. This can be clearly seen in figure 3 where the performance of participants presenting with high tendencies to both disorders is similar to participants presenting with low tendencies to both disorders. Thus, the association of the interaction between autistic tendencies and psychosis proneness with a decrease in mentalizing difficulties can be seen as support for the diametrical model [17] which posits that autism and schizophrenia have opposing effects on behaviour and cognition.

Whether the errors we observe, as would be predicted by the diametric model, are due to hypomentalism (in autism) or hypermentalism (in psychosis) is not directly discernable in the Director task. Critically, however, the fact that our data
show that highly psychosis prone individuals err at similar levels to individuals with high autistic tendencies is not inconsistent with the diametrical model. Both hypomentalism and hypermentalism can equally lead to deleterious effects on mentalizing abilities, albeit for different reasons, because otherwise they could not explain the fact that both disorders result in impaired social ability. With this in mind, hyper-mentalizing is a plausible cause of errors, and it provides a way of making sense of how psychosis proneness (leading to hypermentalizing) can compensate for autistic tendencies (which could lead to hypomentalizing) [18,28]. We speculate that, under time pressure, mentalizing places high demands on information selection whereby overly narrow information selection can lead to undermentalizing, whereas overly broad selection can lead to overmentalizing. Consequently, the efficiency of information flow and the frequency with which information is captured has an effect on the number of hypotheses generated and consequently the probability assigned to each hypothesis [29]. Information capture tends to be slow in autism owing to increased focus of attention [8,30], and fast in individuals with positive schizotypy/schizophrenia owing to overswitching [31]. Thus by considering the mechanisms behind mentalizing, it becomes apparent how these different mentalizing styles, characteristic of autism and schizophrenia, can compensate for one another. Another important difference between both conditions is that schizophrenia is characterized by a ‘jumping to conclusions’ cognitive style (which appears to be specifically associated with delusions), whereas autism is characterized by a more deliberative cognitive style [32]. The attenuating effect, observed in individuals presenting with high expressions in both autism and psychosis traits (figure 3), thus predicts the presence of a brain mechanism that can accommodate the coexistence of these contrasting cognitive styles. The anti-correlational nature of the default mode network (associated with mentalistic thinking) with the task positive network (associated with mechanistic thinking) [33] is a promising neural framework to investigating these contrasting mentalizing styles in autism and schizophrenia.

Substantial evidence has accumulated showing that psychosis and autism traits are not bound to the presence of the disorder [8,34], with clinical and non-clinical forms of psychosis prone individuals err at similar levels to individuals with high autistic tendencies is not inconsistent with the diametrical model. Both hypomentalism and hypermentalism can equally lead to deleterious effects on mentalizing abilities, albeit for different reasons, because otherwise they could not explain the fact that both disorders result in impaired social ability. With this in mind, hyper-mentalizing is a plausible cause of errors, and it provides a way of making sense of how psychosis proneness (leading to hypermentalizing) can compensate for autistic tendencies (which could lead to hypomentalizing) [18,28]. We speculate that, under time pressure, mentalizing places high demands on information selection whereby overly narrow information selection can lead to undermentalizing, whereas overly broad selection can lead to overmentalizing. Consequently, the efficiency of information flow and the frequency with which information is captured has an effect on the number of hypotheses generated and consequently the probability assigned to each hypothesis [29]. Information capture tends to be slow in autism owing to increased focus of attention [8,30], and fast in individuals with positive schizotypy/schizophrenia owing to overswitching [31]. Thus by considering the mechanisms behind mentalizing, it becomes apparent how these different mentalizing styles, characteristic of autism and schizophrenia, can compensate for one another. Another important difference between both conditions is that schizophrenia is characterized by a ‘jumping to conclusions’ cognitive style (which appears to be specifically associated with delusions), whereas autism is characterized by a more deliberative cognitive style [32]. The attenuating effect, observed in individuals presenting with high expressions in both autism and psychosis traits (figure 3), thus predicts the presence of a brain mechanism that can accommodate the coexistence of these contrasting cognitive styles. The anti-correlational nature of the default mode network (associated with mentalistic thinking) with the task positive network (associated with mechanistic thinking) [33] is a promising neural framework to investigating these contrasting mentalizing styles in autism and schizophrenia.

Substantial evidence has accumulated showing that psychosis and autism traits are not bound to the presence of the disorder [8,34], with clinical and non-clinical forms of
these traits sharing common genetic, neurocognitive and neurobiological features [35–39], so with due caution [40], we consider the clinical relevance of the current approach and findings. First, in the search for disorder-specific phenotypic markers, it is difficult to distinguish whether the aberrant marker is a cause or consequence of the disorder. By showing that the presence of sub-threshold clinical traits in healthy adults impact functions that are deficient in patients with these disorders, we provide evidence for a mechanism by which the risk of the disorder may, at least in part, be mediated through variation in these socio-cognitive functions. Second, our findings highlight the importance of testing whether social cognition is moderated by the relative expression of autism versus psychosis within the clinical population. Such confirmation would warrant reconsideration of current practices perceiving these conditions as distinct, and consequently would facilitate the development of individualized mentalizing-based therapeutic approaches [41]. Finally, the diametric influences of autism and psychosis traits on behaviour suggest that these conditions are affected by reciprocal causes. Indeed, some phenomena are risk factors for autism but protect against schizophrenia, or vice versa. For example, duplications of 22q11.2 protect against schizophrenia but represent an autism risk factor [42], and congenital blindness causes autism traits but protects against schizophrenia [43,44]. This means that the causes of one condition might be developed into treatments for the other. As has already been pointed out by others [45], independent efforts demonstrate the potential of this suggestion. For example, mGluR5 antagonists carry a great potential for the treatment of fragile X of which about 30% have comorbid ASD [46], and its agonists are being developed for the treatment of schizophrenia [47].

Our study is, to our knowledge, the first to observe that co-occurring autistic and psychotic traits can exert opposing influences on socio-cognitive performance. Reminiscent of the ‘normality effect’ that is observed in certain co-occurring diametrical pathologies such as Parkinson’s disease and hemiballismus [48,49], our findings thus raise the possibility that autism–schizophrenia comorbidity can have an attenuating effect on socio-cognitive difficulties. More broadly, this suggests that some individuals may, to some extent, be buffered against developing either illnesses or present fewer symptoms owing to a balanced expression of autistic and psychosis liability, and will only be diagnosed at the extreme state of either illness. In this regard, our analytical approach of indexing these factors in terms of bias and additive effects is potentially a useful framework to understanding the effect of common risk factors.
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**Figure 3.** Three-dimensional representation of the relationship between autism tendencies and psychosis proneness (represented as standardized Z-scores) and the probability of making PT errors on the relational trials. The negative scores represent low tendencies and the positive scores represent high tendencies. (Online version in colour.)


